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The dynamics of change in the rail 

industry are putting ever increasing 

pressure on older equipment. The 

286,000-pound gross rail (286K GRL) has 

become a major plateau for rail 

equipment. While going to heavier cars of 

315,000-pound gross rail has been talked 

about for years there are a lot of 

negatives with going to heavier cars that 

will likely preclude the industry moving 

to that standard for many years to come. 

Currently pressure to replace older cars 

comes from car load rates that have no 

upper weight limit. That is the savings 

comes from cars built and sized to weight 

out and cube out at 286K GRL. The 

following chart details eleven car types 

representing almost 56,000 cars that Biggs 

believes have significant enough numbers 

of lower capacity cars currently in the fleet 

that if replaced could yield shippers and 

car owners the economic benefits of larger 

capacity cars. 

While not all of these cars will be replaced 

anytime soon there is increasing economic 
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pressure against these cars being re-leased unless the industry is desperate for cars that cannot be built fast enough. 

Cars that are harder to re-lease with increasing cost to repair, as there is more potential for high dollar components 

to wear out, creates an environment for replacement and new opportunities. 

Left– 286,000 Pound Gross Rail Load 

C114 Grain Covered Hopper Car 

Right– 286,000 Pound Gross Rail Load  

C614 Pressure Differential Covered 

Hopper Car 


